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I am especially encouraged by the atmosphere of high achievement and high spirits so evident in 1991-1992. Once again this year, the campus community has shared a feeling of being on the way up.

Many tangible factors combine to create this intangible feeling of energy and high hope. Our increased enrollment, the expanding Honors Program, the proliferation of student clubs, and the heightened interest in our athletic program, are just a few of these.

I want to commend each of you for your hard work and enthusiasm in 1991-1992. I do hope you will find your work and spirit reflected in the pages of this yearbook.

Sincerely,

Joseph R. Fink
President
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This 1991-1992 edition of the yearbook is dedicated to two of Dominican's faculty: Dr. Sherry Volk and Dr. Robert Shukraft. These two wonderful, committed, loyal individuals have been contributing their time, teaching abilities, and effort as long as anyone can remember.

Dr. Robert Shukraft, is a professor of Psychology and Counseling Psychology. Maria McKinney, Director of Student Activities, commented, "Bob Schukraft inspires reason, open-mindedness and compassion in his students and all who know him."

Sherry Volk is another person to whom this year's edition is dedicated to. Before coming here, she received her B.A. at San Francisco State, her Ph.D. at Oregon State, and her post-doctorate at U.C. Davis. She also taught at San Francisco State for a year, which she said was a different experience due to the size of the university. Since coming to Dominican College in the summer of 1970, she has been a member of the Biology Dept., Associate Dean of Academic Affairs, Director of Pathways, and academic adviser for biology and liberal studies. But she is mainly responsible for the administration. She definitely enjoys what she has been doing. Sherry says, "teaching is my love and Dominican is a wonderful place to work."
Faculty, Staff and Maintenance

The backbone of Dominican College is its wonderful staff.

"A teacher affects eternity, he can never tell where his influence stops."
-Henry Brock Adams

Admissions and Financial Aid smiling for the camera.

Maria, John, and Janet having a good time.

Nice smile, Father Bob!

Some faculty in Shield Day regalia.

Maria working hard again.

The Education Department.
The Dominican College Staff and Maintenance can be likened to a clock. One sees the face and hands "tick-ing", but who knows how many essential parts work to keep things moving behind it all. AMAZING!
Convocation was a day well spent in the Angelico Auditorium. Two speakers came to our campus to discuss specific issues on education. There was quite a good audience turnout which was impressive. After the speakers had their chance to describe their viewpoints, the attentive audience agreed that the event was worth the time and effort of those who planned it.
What is this special event? For those who might not already know what this day is about, Shield Day is a tradition here at Dominican College, in which the graduating class gives a shield having some meaning to the entering Freshman class. This year's event, which was held in Angelico Hall, was a success. During the ceremony, each class was reminded of their shields by the class representatives and sang their class songs, which described their characters. Overall, it was a nice way to come together and share the moment.
Dean's List

Kathleen Atkinson
Caroline Bader
Audrey Bailey
Patricia Bedrosian
Yuiko Beniya
J. David Bishop
Nancie Bishop
Cheri Bock
Mark Bonone
Kathleen Brannan
Rebecca Braun
Patricia Brinton
Christine Brown
Erik Andrew Busch
Michelle Campbell
Ramiro Campos
Anrea Cefalonis
Brenda Chambers
Ellen Christiansen
Jeanne Close
Gilda Collins
Jill Collins
Susan Collins
Heather Conner
Margaret Coombs
Jean Cope
Joan Cortney
Betty Jean Cruse
Miria Cuestas Pelier
Stephanie Curry
Marcy Daniel
Karen Davis
Alexandra Davison
Laura Dean
Robert Delgado
Kristine DeMarco
Cheryl Dewey
Donna Dutra
Jeffrey Edrich
Laurel Elkus
Jessica Espino
Basil Falcone
Gina Farber
Kathleen Feihnan
Catherine Field
Amy Fisher
Dana Fisler
Rebecca Foster
Suzanne Gargiulo
Matthew Gerbrani
E. Matthew Gillespie
Edward Gillis
Elise Goetherts
Jamiell Goulson
Wendy Griffith
Jeff Grashell
Rachel Hansgrove
Jodie Havley
Michael Hayes
Tina Herrera
Jennifer Homan
Rachel Irvine
Lilith Iverson
Susanna James
Vicki Jano
Noreene Keller Jelliffe
Christine Johnson
Yaker Kawoh
Akemi Kinukawa
Sandra Koeisak
Beatene Kustin
Meggan Kuypendall
Diana Lamson
Elizabeth Lilley
Joel Lindheimer
Joanna Lindley
Albori Lovelady
Regina Lyubomaya
Rani Mani
Nathar Marr
Rustico Martinez
Dan McIntyre
Jason McElhaney
Karen Medlar
Lisa Merighi
Robert Meyer
Maryanna Mieras
Aimee Moroney
Giner Muldoon
Barbara Newman
Julie Nicholas
Christina Noren
Barbara Novak
Naele Novak-Pilek
Lane Olson
Andrew Oterness
Romelia Palacca
Anne Palmer
Steven Phillips
Joy Phoenix
Pamela Poor
Jenny Potter
Timothy Rayburn
Derek Reisinger
Lauren Reynolds
Linda Russell
Nanette Sackrison
Teresa Schafer
Claudee Shanky
Joan Sheld
Linda Shivers
Diane Simmons
Catherine Skinner
Tersa Smith
Alice Starrett
Sarah Steen
Keri Susman
Amy Taramasso
Nadia Tarlow
Leonard Thanas
Scott Thomas
Lisa Thurmer
Lori Toreson
Kelli Tracy
Collleen Turner
Alison Urfer
Patrick Wabie
Tao Wang
Nora Webb
Sandra Weinstien
John Wells
Catherine White
Julia Whiteley
Holly Wilson
Joy Wilson
Leah Wilgeren
Lesa Wisby
Peter Wist, Jr.
Phyllis Wong
Rebecca Wrigley
Kathleen Wuorio
Claudia Yan
Victoria Zahn
M. Kathleen Zelek
Honor's
Tea
SHIPS AHoy!
This year's Boat Dance was one people will never forget. Everyone at the dance can recall the excitement of the night. Although the boat did not reach its maximum capacity, the dance floor was packed and the decks were crowded with people looking out on the bay. Not only was the music good, but the food served was also just as great. The people at the 1991 Boat Dance will surely label this event one of the most memorable nights to remember.
Memoirs
Not Pictured:

Jason Aromin
Audrey Bailey
Hennie Beltran
Juan Carlos Bernardo
Robert Bides
Sarah Birenbaum
Juan Bravo
Susan Brubaker
Bradley Buehler
Carolyn Carcione
Leslie Carrow
Bernadette Casper
Beatriz Castaneda
Robert Cecchini
Carl Clement
Tracy Closs
Kathleen Conway
Joan Cortney
Kalinda Davis
Laurie De Leon
Jeanette DeMartini
Robert Delgado
Conn naught Dolan
Katherine Doner
Judith Eagle-Cain
Laurel Elkus
M. Jane Elsner
Elizabeth Enemark
Elizabeth Escobar
Povi Fambrini
Kathleen Feenan
Rebecca Foster
Catherine Funklin
Judith Fraser
Robin Frizzell

Catherine Garcia
Connie Garcia
Geraldine Gauer
Eric Gillespie
Kelly Gin
Michele Gorman
Elizabeth Grabowska-Vigil
Michelle Greule
Theresa Guillory
Sharon Gurnack
Monica Harshman
Douglas Hartley
Rachel Hartsgrove
Jennifer Hauser
Kathleen Hearn
Colleen Hill-Smith
Anne Hoppe
Annette Jagers
Diana Johnson
Moses Jones
Judith Katz
Tracy Kinahan
Priscilla Kingston
Christine Kuhn
Jacqueline Lauser
Matthew Ledet
Deborah Lesky
Joel Lindheimer
Anna Lupovich
Diana Mc Cormac
Karen Medlar
Maria Theresa Mendoza
Lisa Merigian
Maryanne Mieras

Jeannie Mizel
Mona Monelli
Nancy Montoya
Robert Moore
Nicole Morran
Patrick Muthya
Tiffany Murphy
Saeko Nakagawa
Kumiko Nakatani
Diane Nott
Maureen O'Brien
Susan O'Neil
Robert Owen
Aurie Paoli
Sherri Parker
Monica Peace
Heidi Peratoner
Suzanna Perez
Valerie Perkins
Tajali Pryka
Derej Reisinger
David Samija
Josephine Sanchez
Donna Schell
Jody Schultz
Nancy Schwab
Germaine Semien
Joel Sesaldo
Claudee Shanks
Katherine Shotwell
Rinda Simi
Nancy Simi-Owen
Catherine Skinner
Phillip Slater
Alyce Sporer

Alice Sporer
Susan Stritzel
Sheila Sullivan
Jason Suntych
Keri Sussman
Catherine Tesler
Kirsten Thomson
Sara Thornton
Beth Tichy
Angela Tognotti
Colleen Turner
Teresa Upson
Tao Wang
Artiss Washington
Sandra Weinstein
John Wells
Lauren Wells
Mark Weston
Mary Whittaker
Julia Whitely
Maude Wilson
Linda Woodcock
Rebecca Wrigley
Kathleen Zalecki
It's the food, huh, Andrew?

D.C. Discussion

D.C., 94903

Are these the right size?

Leave me alone. I'm tired!

Awwwwww...
Gabull Abdullah
Alexis Ali
Rosemaria Ampa
Cecilia Barbarena

Rebecca Birchard
Clara Brayton
Christine Brown
Michelle Campbell

Ramiro Campos
Kellee Carter
Brenda Chambers
E. Smoky Dogan

Robert Davila
Laura Dean
Carolyn Dettman
Shannon Egan

Sophomores
Not Pictured:

Marites Abille
Margaret Acfalle
Naoko Adachi
Rose Mary Aliven
Diana Ayala
Teri Balick
Margaret Balistreri
Patricia Berlanga
Nancie Bishop
Camille Bradley
Erik Busch
Manuela Cabiles
Mimi Carabelllo
Andrea Cefaloni
Diane Cirincione
Gilda Collins
Jean Cope
Betty Davis
Carole Dillon
Velda Dobson
Daniel Fagundes
Gina Farber
Shanna Fraser
James Fullerton
Kari Gallo
Marianne Geroux
Melvin Haywood
Deborah Heg
Thomas Higgins
Rebecca Hill
Susannah James
Yaker Kawoh
Kevin Lowe

Michael Maloney
Aimee Marquardt
Sandra Martin
Noritaka Matsou
Nancy Mc Ginley
Anne Monahan
Chance Muehleck
Yaiko Murata
Emily Navarra
Lynne O'Connor
Tomoko Okada
Lane Olson
Nora Otero
Frank Pellkofer
Kimberly Pigott
Gloria Pomilia
Alexandra Porrata
Stephanie Revetria
Kelly Robertson
Brandon Rose
Linda Russell
Victoria Sacco
Katherine Smith
Margaret Turpin
Sunita Vadhva
Patrick Wabl
Grace Wurst
Maria Zamora

Caleruega food glue
Hey! What are you looking at?

Why ask why?

Goofing Around
Jeff Groshell
Tracy Hannigan
Shanon Hoyt
Andrea Huelse

Lilith Iversen
Jodi Jacobson
Janis Mandac
Pilar Martinez

Dan Mc Intire
Susan Miller
Barbara Newmar
Kevin Ostrom

Cory Picton
Erin Pope
Maria Sarmiento
Yon Savage

Freshmen
Not Pictured:
Leyre Aguinaglade
Diana Antonio
Adeyenn Ashley
Michael Beery
Yuka Beniya
Eric Bertoni
Susan Bishop
Albert Bradley
Kelly Brassel
Elaine Brown
Thomas Byrnes
Edward Cardenas
Ellen Christiansen
Diana Chow
Ruth Coleman
Loretta Crivello
Janet De Stasio
Kathleen Devlin
Donnie Dutra
Susan Faidi
Maria Figueroa
Amy Fisher
Cathomas Ford
Samantha Foster
Masae Fukuda
Mary Gaines
Suzanne Gargiulo
Kathy Garretson
Mary Garretson
Valerie Gold
Robin Hart
Staci Hatanaka
Michael Hayes
Geoffrey Henderson
John House
Denise Howard
Anne Kilonzo
Jenness Kooiman

Susan Faidi
Maria Figueroa
Amy Fisher
Cathomas Ford
Samantha Foster
Masae Fukuda
Mary Gaines
Suzanne Gargiulo
Kathy Garretson
Mary Garretson
Valerie Gold
Robin Hart
Staci Hatanaka
Michael Hayes
Geoffrey Henderson
John House
Denise Howard
Anne Kilonzo
Jenness Kooiman

Linh Le
Suei-Ping Lee
Kenneth Lindo
Regina Lyubovnaya
Rani Mani
Heather Marr
Shameka Mc Arthur
Shurray Medina
Glena Mercado
Terrie Morgan
Carolyn Muscelli
Keeichi Nakamura
Cynthia Noble
Akihiko Noda
Anne Palmer
Clara Posada
April Rodriguez
Jennifer Rogers
Kristin Royer
Josie Sanchez
Deborah Santana
Eleonore Schoenauer
Sarah Seeger
Teresa Smith
Jacqueline Sorich
Elain Sprague
Jeffrey Taylor Stein
Jacqueline Strong
Judy Supapo
Amy Taramasso
Heidi Tomsky
Tara Tornetta
Isanee Ulapatthorn
Nancy Valdez
Barbara White
Ramona Whitehurst
Ed Whitman
Jennessa Willhite
Cynthia Williams

Freshmen
Fanjeaux

Beautiful ivy surrounds this French residence hall.

Recycling is a regular practice at Dominican College.
Dorm life in Fanjeaux is never quiet. Chances are at any given time, there is something going on either on the Second Floor, Third Floor, or just anywhere where you find "Fanjeauxnians." There are eighty students who reside in this dorm. A popular feature is that it is right across from the courtyard and close to another dorm, Pennafort. Don't be surprised if you see unidentifiable objects flying across the courtyard. In the dorm where the ivy grows wild, so do the students. But it is that craziness that adds character to Fanjeaux.
Meadowlands

In Meadowlands Assembly Hall, nursing students practice administering care... and sometimes receive it.

Angels grace the entrance of this residence hall.
"It's quiet, cozy, convenient, and it feels like a family," said resident Lilith Iversen. What is she talking about? The answer is in those she dorms with daily in a house she calls a home, Meadowlands.

Meadowlands, while housing only fifty students, is popular among its residents and others for this reason. Built as a summer home in 1800's for one of the West Coast's most affluent families, the de Youngs, Meadowlands is known for its beautiful redwood interior, its sunny and spacious porch, and its comfortable wicker room. But Meadowlands isn't a showpiece; instead it is a "home" for fifty students while they're away from their families.
Pennafort

At the fireside in Pennafort, people get together to talk about serious topics, and sometimes zany ones.

Just in front of Pennafort is a lawn that's ever so popular during a sunny afternoon.
Outsiders may refer to it as that modern-looking structure up on the hill. Insiders know it as that noisy, smelly, 60's style, ski lodge/mental institution. Pennafort houses 120 of Dominican's finest, brightest, and most mentally deranged students. This year's events were varied; some were good, some were bad, some were outrageous, and some were scandalous. Late October brought an interesting mud outing in front of both Fanjeaux and Pennafort. Other past-times include: water fights, stealing beds, and scaring the pants off people in the middle of the night. As always, Pennafort seems to have attracted plenty of deserved attention.
Residence Hall

The Residence Hall Councils play an important role in student resident life. The three councils, Pennafort, Fanjeaux, and Meadowlands, express student complaints and concerns, acting as a liaison between the housing office and students. They also plan study breaks and other social activities for the resident students. Students either volunteer to be on the Council or they are nominated by those living in their dorm. The Councils try to make life a little better in the dorms.

It's okay Mara. No trouble in the hall...we just want a picture.

Your 1992 Hall Council here to serve you.
Council
'The little team that tried', is a quote that best describes the 1991 Dominican College Volleyball Team. And tried they did. The team struggled with different levels of playing background, the lack of pre-season preparation, as well as the struggle to form an effective and unified group of players from a group of strangers. The team's members included: Stephanie So, Kathleen Farley, Diana Johnson, Tiffany Pekkoff, Rosemarie Alston, Annette Li, Lilith Iversen, Janie Mandae, Barbara Newman, Heather Conner, and Marci Daniel. Although much of the time the team seemed disadvantaged, the ladies managed to get a greater part of the D.C. community in the spirit of the game as spectators: 'It was a developmental year', coach Sheila Somers said, and this was true. The team is ready to work hard next year. Keep an eye out for them!
GOLF

tee off..
Men's Basketball

Although this year's men's basketball team showed determination and perseverance, the schedule proved to be the toughest opponent. Their 4-20 record is a bit misleading, not taking into account the many almosts and "coulda beens" they encountered during the season. Led by top scorers Roniel Powell, Sean Harmon, and captains Jeff Colley and Scott Thomas, the Penguins duplicated their record of the previous year. The team was supported by an increased fan base this year in part due to the efforts of the new athletic director, Bill Fusco. Next year's team looks even more promising, thanks to increased efforts by the Athletic Department in the recruiting area.

Way to go Sean!!!

You can do it Antwun!!

Flying through the air with the greatest of ease.
Women's Basketball

The 1991 Women's Basketball Team was an enthusiastic one this year. Although the team was mostly made up of new talent, the players showed great potential for the years to come. With the help of a former D.C. women's basketball team member, Julie Porter, the team stuck together through the season.

"Huddle girls, we've got some talking to do."

Go for two, Shannon!!

Jenifer moving across the court.

Allegra makes the shot.

Great pass, Andrea.

Kelley getting down and dirty.

Come on Erin, get it past this hippo!

Team Talk.
Men's Basketball

Although this year's men's basketball team showed determination and perseverance, the schedule proved to be the toughest opponent. Their 4-20 record is a bit misleading, not taking into account the many almosts and "coulda beens" they encountered during the season. Led by top scorers Roniel Powell, Sean Harmon, and captains Jeff Colley and Scott Thomas, the Penguins duplicated their record of the previous year. The team was supported by an increased fan base this year in part due to the efforts of the new athletic director, Bill Fusco. Next year's team looks even more promising, thanks to increased efforts by the Athletic Department in the recruiting area.
Women's Basketball

The 1991 Women's Basketball Team was an enthusiastic one this year. Although the team was mostly made up of new talent, the players showed great potential for the years to come. With the help of a former D.C. women's basketball team member, Julie Porter, the team stuck together through the season.
Men's Tennis

Out on the courts, the Men's Tennis Team was hard at work. Five Days a week, the tennis team members dedicated two hours or more per day of their time to build a strong Dominican Men's Tennis Team. Not only did the team work on their serves but the warm weather enabled them to work on their tans. Spring is one of the more popular seasons and there's quite no other time like it to play a game of tennis. You can tell by these pictures, that the team was hard at work.

Bob hits hard.

Coach Miles shows how it's done.

Dan the Man watches the ball.

Chip aims high.
Women's Tennis

Did you visit Forest Meadows this Spring? If you did not, you missed the Dominican College Women's Tennis Team hard at work practicing their serves, volleys, and backhands—not to mention having a good time. The team consisted mostly of first time D.C. Women's Tennis players but this did not seem to discourage the team. They played a good season in spite of this fact and are getting ready for the next season. Take a look for yourself.

Nice Laura, real nice.

Kathleen concentrates on her game.

Marisa, cheesy for the camera.

Concentrate on that ball.
The D.C. crowd, ready to cheer

Gabull, trying the half-court granny shot.

The ladies laughing at a game.

D.C. cheerleaders working on a routine.


It's pyramid time.
One of the more interesting activities for students at Dominican is the karate lessons taught by first degree black belt Katie Field. Katie is a certified instructor in Kyokushin Kai, which means 'the true high way', and has been teaching for the past three semesters at Dominican. Before that, she taught in her hometown of South Bend, Indiana. Kyokushin involves 'exercising the body, spirit, and the mind'.

No other activity gets your heart pumping like a good aerobic workout. Every part of your body feels the pain but as they say, 'No Pain, No Gain'. The aerobic instructor who gives lessons in the longroom in Fanjeaux is guaranteed to make you wish you were in your bed with the covers over your head.

5, 6, 7, and 8, now backwards, 1, 2, 3, 4,...

Don't forget to breathe.
Ihz (D.C. CTO), ready to cheer.

D.C. cheerleaders working on a routine.

It’s pyramid time.

The ladies laughing at a game.

Gahull, trying the half-court granny shot.

D.C’s 1992 cheerleaders.
One of the more interesting activities for students at Dominican is the karate lessons taught by first degree black belt Katie Field. Katie is a certified instructor in Kyokushin Kai, which means ‘the true high way’, and has been teaching for the past three semesters at Dominican. Before that, she taught in her hometown of South Bend, Indiana. Kyokushin involves exercising the body, spirit, and the mind.

No other activity gets your heart pumping like a good aerobic workout. Every part of your body feels the burn but as they say, No Pain, No Gain. The aerobic instructor who gives lessons in the longroom in Fanjeux is guaranteed to make you wish you were in your bed with the covers over your head.

Don’t forget to breathe.
The pool is a place where one can be found working on a tan or working on their body. It provides a social atmosphere where one can relax and swim a few laps to get student relief from a stressful week.
Weigh Room

The weight room is a place where one can work on their upper body, or any part of one's anatomy for that matter. It provides recreational time as well as social time. Working on the Stairmaster until you face looks sunburned can also give the student a chance to work on something other than an assignment or paper.
The pool is a place where one can be found working on a tan or working on their body. It provides a social atmosphere where one can relax and swim a few laps to get student relief from a stressful week.
Weigh Room

The weight room is a place where one can work on their upper body, or any part of one's anatomy for that matter. It provides recreational time as well as social time. Working on the Stairmaster until you face looks sunburned can also give the student a chance to work on something other than an assignment or paper.
La Bamba

Twice a year, in October and in March, the Campus Ministry travels to Tijuana, Mexico, to donate usable clothing, blankets, household goods, and bulk food to what is known as La Bamba. La Bamba means 'the children' and has been sponsored by the Campus Ministry for the past five years. Each semester a group of about ten students travel to Tijuana, where they spend three nights doing charity work such as painting houses, visiting an orphanage and a jail, and working in a soup kitchen known as Casa de los Pobres, or House of the Poor.

David Rivera, who went in October 1991, described the experience as a culture shock that overwhelmed me at first, but I gradually got used to it. It really helped to open my eyes to the extreme poverty in other cultures.
Dominican Clubs

Amnesty International
...working for others.

Art Students League
Art Students unite.

CNSA chapter of Dominican
A group of nursing students who attended the CNSA convention in Los Angeles.

Republicans
D.C. Republicans

Fencing
Is that a rapier I see before me?
"Oh Boy", a musical comedy written by Guy Bolton and P.G. Wodehouse in 1917, was put on by the Dominican College Dept. of Music last November.

The play begins with a couple George Budd, played by Chaz Simonds, and Lou Ellen Carter, played by Beatriz Kustin, who are secretly married. The couple's marriage becomes interrupted when Jacky Sampson, played by Hedi Belanger, gets mixed up with Jim Marvin, who is played by Dan Justin, and Budd. Some of the comedy is provided by Constable Simms, who spends the whole play looking for Jacky, who has hit him in the eye in an attempt to get away from him.

The cast of the play seemed very enthusiastic about the musical.

"I was rather impressed with the camaraderie of the cast, just the way that it clicked together. It made the play a success," commented Cory Picton, a freshman who played Briggs, Budd's personal valet.
ASDC EXECUTIVES

THE
Associated Students of Dominican College (ASDC) consists of an Executive Board and senators who are also known as class representatives. The Executive Board and senators are elected each April by their constituencies. They deal with issues affecting the student body while also planning activities. Some of these activities include Homecoming Week, Senior Exclusive, and the Suitcase Dance. There are also committees consisting of ASDC members and students: publicity, community service, fundraising, and security, safety, and accessibility. These committees carry out various projects during the year.

SENATE

Off campus representatives not pictured.
Associated Students of Dominican College (ASDC) consists of an Executive Board and senators who are also known as class representatives. The Executive Board and senators are elected each April by their constituencies. They deal with issues affecting the student body while also planning activities. Some of these activities include Homecoming Week, Senior Exclusive, and the Suitcase Dance. There are also committees consisting of ASDC members and students: publicity, community service, fundraising, and security, safety, and accessibility. These committees carry out various projects during the year.

SENATE

Off campus representatives not pictured.
ASDC Service Project

Taza, the Grim Reaper!

Cleopatra, painting a kid's face?

Haunted House

Pilar, our expert makeup person.

Come with me children!

Cheer em on!
It's Luau time!!

What else is there to say?

A sprinkle a day, helps keep odor away...

Halloween Hawaiian Dance

Now there's a costume!

Let's get positive now!

The flower child to Pippy Longstocking, what a group!
Christmas is about family...

Christmas at Dominican

Love that Yuletide cheer!

Party in Pennafort!

Friends by the fire in Tanjeaux.

Unwrapping gifts in Meadowlands.

Oh no! Is that mistletoe above me?
Christmas Caroling

Singing on the steps of the cable car.

President Finch and Vice-President Kennedy participating in the festivities.

You gotta believe me! It was Elvis in a Santa suit in front of the Emporium at Northgate!

Christmas Dinner

Can't get enough of those non-alcoholic drinks!

Hanging around!
We're ready!

Boy we look silly!

Chow down everybody!

They've got legs!
Dave and Cheryl, what are you going to do?
'We're going to Disneyland!'

Lots to choose from!
I'm having trouble deciding.

Spin the barrel.

'Dave Bishop and Cheryl Dewey were the lucky winners and as soon as their names were mentioned, they were off to see Mickey and his friends.'

The suitcase dance is different than most dances held at Dominican College because a raffle is involved. This year, students had the chance to win a weekend at Disneyland. Dave Bishop and Cheryl Dewey were the lucky winners and as soon as their names were mentioned, they were off to see Mickey and his friends.

Surprise, surprise!

Hey! Having fun?

Don't they look good.
Senior Exclusive

Chowing down.

Don't stick me!

Don't we look special.

Dancing cheek to cheek.

What! Everybody dance now!

Freshmen going to a Senior 'Exclusive'?
The Nurses...

Their Patients...

...just kidding...
The Navy band came to D.C. this spring.

John and Katie watch the band.

Kissing cousins

cheek to cheek

maybe... yeall

Loooooser

dad
The Navy band came to D.C. this spring.

John and Katie watch the band.

Kissing cousins

Cheek to cheek

maybe... yes!

not!

Looloooser

and
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Dominican Newspaper Staff
1992 Editors: Hannah Joy Fernandez and Carolyn Dettman

1992 Yearbook staff: Tina Herrera, Andrew Ottersness, Stephanie Curry, Rhona O'Flynn, Barbara Newman, David Ravera, Annette Li, Heidi Wolff, and Ben Stricker.

Our heartfelt thanks to Mr. Jules Becker, our yearbook advisor.

The 1991-1992 Yearbook staff has worked many, many hours on design, photography, copy, and sales in order to provide Dominican College students with a colorful and accurate description of the events and activities of the 1991-1992 school year on campus.

To the staff: Thank you for your efforts in putting this yearbook together. I admit it was difficult figuring out what goes where and how to get it there. For all our trials, we finally succeeded, and our efforts are evidenced within these pages. It couldn't be done without all your hard work and dedication in utilizing most of your free time in making this yearbook. For all your help, I thank you.

To the readers of this here yearbook: I hope this book accurately reflects the days of your life at Dominican College.

Special thanks to Mr. Becker and Mr. Pajratii whose wisdom was well received.

And extra special thanks to Paul, Lisa and Menchie. You guys helped me out when no one was around, and tolerated me when the going got rough. All my love...

Hannah Joy

Thanks to the photography staff for your time, effort and help. It's greatly appreciated. I had a great time working with all of you even when things got a little tough. It's been worth all our hard work!

Thanks!

Carolyn

P.S. Extra special thanks to Andrew and his weekends.
CONGRATULATIONS GRADS
Graduates

The time which every Senior looks forward to has finally arrived. Graduation. It is a time of great exhilaration but also a time of sadness. Each individual receiving a diploma has reached an important milestone in his or her life. The smiles on those graduates faces tell us that it is an achievement hard earned and greatly appreciated.